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For Unmanned Aerial Systems to safely share the airspace with manned aircraft, they must be

equipped with sufficient sensing, processing, communication, and avoidance capability to follow

the current safety standards in the National Airspace System. Current guidelines require the pilot

on board to be ultimately responsible for safe separation with other aircraft. For an autonomous

vehicle to accomplish similar safe separation, it needs three essential functions: (a) a way to access

or estimate the position of all other aircraft in the region, (b) a way to accurately declare the risk

associated with each approaching craft, and (c) in the case of collision danger, a capability to effec-

tively avoid the encounter. In the case of non-communicating threats (no transponder or ADS-B),

the state information must be estimated using other available sensing modes. For both commu-

nicating and non-communicating threats, the intent of the vehicle must be discerned in order to

estimate the degree of threat posed by the encounter, and to propose the safest avoidance strategy.

In this paper, we describe a method to fuse data gathered from other sensing modes to provide

an estimate of threat state, then we introduce a threat prediction approach that uses Probabilistic

Reachable Sets (PRS) to quantify the risk level of potential encounters. A comparison study is in-

cluded that justifies how our PRS method out-performs typical Closest Point of Approach methods

which have been widely used for threat prediction.

I. Introduction

For Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) to be integrated into National Airspace System (NAS), several

major hurdles must be overcome. For example, they must ensure “equivalent level of safety of manned

aircraft” by “seeing and avoiding” potential threats.1 This imposes a requirement to reliably detect and de-

clare potential collision threats, then take appropriate action to avoid collisions. The detection must enable

separation assurance to maintain a minimum buffer distance between two vehicles, and collision avoid-

ance to mitigate loss of separation by emergency maneuvering. In the case of manned aircraft, controlled

airspace provides procedural and possibly ATC-managed traffic separation, whereas uncontrolled airspace

relies heavily on adherence to Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and due regard. Most of the conflict areas and

altitudes where tactical UAS will operate are heavily used by predominantly VFR traffic. Even with rules

and best practices in place, many uncontrolled regions of the NAS are traversed by non-cooperative (i.e.

non–transponding) aircraft, which is typical for general aviation (GA) flight. A frequent causal factor in

aviation accidents is non-compliance with the due regard and separation assurance rules.
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A. Background Information

The complex problem of autonomous sensing, processing and avoiding potential threats is sufficiently dif-

ficult to solve; currently no FAA-certified SAA solution for UAS exists. In the absence of certification,

UAS operations are primarily confined to military restricted airspace and require human observers when

transiting shared airspace.

SAA systems, in general, consist of several major subsystems: (a) Detection using available sensors

and/or communicated information; (b) Collision prediction using a projection of the most probable threat

trajectories over some pre-defined time horizon; (c) Collision declaration when the confidence in the colli-

sion potential exceeds a certain threshold; and (d) Collision avoidance action, triggered by sufficiently high

confidence in collision threat declaration, that consists of maneuvers implemented in real time to minimize

the probability of Near Mid-Air Collision (NMAC).

Various SAA system approaches for the UAS hinge upon what sensors and methods are available for

detecting non-cooperative threats, then again diverge in their algorithms for threat prediction and avoid-

ance. Cooperative traffic includes aircraft equipped with systems providing information when queried (e.g.

transponders), or providing information automatically and continually (e.g. ADS-B). Non-cooperative air-

craft are those that transmit no data to either the UAS or the ATC. Such aircraft must be detected by sensors

such as radar and/or electro-optic (EO) sensors. There is no single sensor that can adequately address SAA

sensing requirements for both cooperative and non-cooperative traffic.

B. Problem Statement

Non-cooperative aircraft must be detected and measured by means of active or passive sensing prior to

determining when avoidance action is required. Such an integration of multiple sensing modes is beneficial

since the radar provides accurate range information, while the EO/IR sensor provides good bearing and

elevation measurements.4 Effective fusion of multiple modes has the potential to increase the accuracy and

reduce the propensity to produce clutter artifacts from any single measurement source. Returns due to clutter

(whether aerial or ground) may result in false alarms and trigger collision avoidance maneuvers when they

are unnecessary. The main challenge in this context is to arrive at an approach that minimizes false track

creation and accurately identifies which encounter tracks pose a problem to minimize false alarms. We

address the sensor fusion problem using the following sensing sources:

1. Ground-based Radar:

If operating within terminal area operations (TAO), the SAA system may have Ground-based Radar (GBR)

available, i.e. the ATC radar for the civilian traffic or military air bases. Such radars have not been paired

with the Airborne-based Radar (ABR) and EO sensor in the context of the SAA systems.

2. Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B):

ADS-B Out will transmit flight information so that ATC can monitor neighboring traffic, primarily for

separation assurance. Generally, aircraft operating in or above Class A, B, and C airspace and certain Class

E airspace (above 10,000 feet mean sea level (MSL), but not at or below 2,500 feet above the surface)

over the 48 contiguous United States will be required to broadcast ADS-B Out by January 1, 2020. This

will also be required for aircraft in the airspace within 30 nautical miles of certain of the nation’s busiest

airports between the surface and 10,000 feet, and over the Gulf of Mexico above 3,000 feet MSL within

12 NM of the coastline.3 In addition to it not being universally required, ADS-B has other downsides: The

transmission rate is slow enough (e.g. 1 Hz), and does not universally provide full-state broadcasting, so

that it is poorly suited for short time-line collision avoidance updates (0-15 seconds). It also depends on

network accessibility and security concerns, such as its susceptibility to ”spoofing”.6
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3. Electro-Optics/Infrared:

Camera systems operating in various portions of the spectrum do well at pinpointing the relative angular

position between the detected item and the sensor, subject to the knowledge of the ownship position and

orientation. They are typically poorly suited to estimate range information, and depending on the spectrum,

may be susceptible to clutter. EO with an adequate detection scheme works well during the day, IR works

well to isolate warm bodies during day or night, but will also provide returns for warm objects on the ground.

We expect that solutions which include, but are resilient to the unavailability of ADS-B may be better

suited for assuring the overall system safety in the presence of late encounters with non-cooperative threats.

Several related candidate approaches are discussed below.

C. State of the Art

Several architectures have been proposed for SAA systems for UAS.7–9 These can be categorized as Airborne-

based SAA (ABSAA) or Ground-based SAA (GBSAA). The Air Force uses ABSAA architecture and the

Multi-Sensor Integrated Conflict Avoidance (MUSICA) system, developed by Northrop Grumman, which is

based on fusion of information from the Inertial Navigation Sensor (INS), ADS-B, airborne radar, Electro-

Optic (EO) sensor, and Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS). The system also includes the Data As-

sociation and False Track Filtering subsystems, as well as the Jointly Optimal Conflict Avoidance (JOCA)

subsystem. The MUSICA architecture has been flight tested.7 The Army has been developing and im-

plementing the Ground-based SAA (GBSAA) system that consists of a ground-based radar that monitors

location and altitude of the UAS and other aircraft, detects possible collisions, and makes recommendations

to UAS operators on how to avoid those collisions. The Army recently concluded a two-week demonstration

of the GBSAA at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah on MQ-1C Gray Eagle UAS.8

SSCI has been developing and testing the Fast On-line Prediction of Aircraft State Trajectories (FORE-

CAST) system under a Phase III project for NAVAIR (see Figure 1). FORECAST is a “sensor agnostic”

architecture that fuses the information from communication devices, such as the Mode C transponder and

ADS-B, and sensors characterized by different coordinate frames of operation (e.g. Cartesian or spherical)

and different update rates. Current FORECAST implementation includes the ground-based radar, ADS-B,

and Mode C transponder. FORECAST also predicts potential collisions using the concept of Probabilistic

Reachable Sets (PRS), and issues alarms and alerts in the case of conflicts.

Figure 1. SSCI’s Fast On-line pREdiCtion of Aircraft State Trajectories (FORECAST) System
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Each of the existing architectures has its advantages and shortcoming. For instance, the MUSICA archi-

tecture fuses data from several sensors and communication devices to achieve real-time situational aware-

ness. However, in terminal area operations, when the radar and EO sensor may be pointed downwards during

landing, this causes false alarms in MUSICA due to ground clutter. The Army GBSAA is also accurate, but

requires at least two radars to accurately estimate the altitude of the intruder aircraft. Such a setup may not

be always available. In addition, there is a delay in communicating the intruder location to the UAS via

an uplink. Current implementation of FORECAST also uses the ground-based radar and fuses its measure-

ments with the Mode C transponder to obtain the altitude information. However, the altitude will not be

available in the case of non-cooperative (non-transponding) aircraft. A key question of interest is Can the

ground-based radar be used to augment the sensor suite of the ABSAA architecture, help with rejecting

the ground clutter, and improve the overall SAA system performance in the terminal area operations?

D. Sensor Fusion using ASSIST for Small UAS

Given the difficulty in solving the challenge of SAA for Small UAS, our approach to fusing all pertinent

information motivates the need to solving the associated challenges related to the fusion of GBR with the

ABR and EO (or EO/IR) sensors. In order to address the above technical challenges, we have developed

Asynchronous Sensor fuSion for Improved Safety of air Traffic (ASSIST) system shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. SSCI’s Asynchronous Sensor fuSion for Improved Safety of air Traffic (ASSIST) System

The following challenges are also addressed by ASSIST:

• Uplink Delay and Signal Dropouts. The information from the ABR needs to be communicated to the SAA

system on-board the UAS, which invariably introduces uplink delays. Another challenge is occasional signal

dropouts during which the tracker works in an open loop while the state covariance is growing.

• Different accuracies and sensor rates. SAA sensors are characterized by a wide range of accuracy and

rates of operation. For instance, typical airborne radar has azimuth and elevation accuracy of 0.2 − 2o and

range accuracy of 10 − 200 feet, operating at 0.2 − 5 Hz. EO sensors have azimuth and elevation accuracy

of 0.1 − 0.5o and it operates at 20 Hz. On the other hand, ground-based radar (such as the terminal area

surveillance radar ASR-11) has a rotation rate of 12.5 rpm, i.e. its measurement rate is approximately 0.2

Hz, while its range accuracy is about 275 feet and azimuth accuracy is 0.16o.

• Different coordinate frames. The GBR and associated tracker provide tracks in the inertial frame in terms

of the absolute (x, y) positions of the intruder aircraft. On the other hand, ABR and EO and associated

trackers are onboard the UAS and generate relative measurements and tracks with respect to the UAS body

frame. Appropriate scaling and coordinate transformation is needed to place all tracks in the same frame.
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Assuming that the ownship is equipped by a GPS, its uncertainty also needs to be taken into account when

transforming the tracks from one frame to another.

• Track association is a major issue for the SAA systems that fuse the ABR and EO sensors since the

resulting tracker is prone to false alarms when associating the measurements to tracks. The data association

problem is, in general, NP hard,15 thus it cannot be solved in polynomial time, and heuristic approaches are

commonly used for the case of non-cooperating targets in a high-density airspace. The complexity for SAA

using GBR less for two reasons: (a) Most of the potential threat aircraft in TAO are cooperating, wherein

they transpond their position, velocity and ID. Only non-compliant General Aviation VFR aircraft are a

danger around busy airports. This simplifies the data association problem since most of the tracks can be

created unambiguously; and (b) GBR provides highly reliable tracks of the aircraft within the search volume,

including the non-cooperative ones. When altitude information is missing and the ATC cannot obtain it from

non-transponding aircraft, the altitude can be estimated using EO or ABR sensor.

ASSIST associates tracks generated by different sensors and their internal trackers. The intent is to take

the best that each data source has to offer, then apply appropriate fusion to result in the best state estimate

to be used for threat prediction. Threat prediction is sensitive to initial conditions. For clutter removal,

current implementation requires that a tail-number be provided by ADS-B or GBR tracks. If ADS-B is not

available, the expectation is that GBR is always available to be used as the baseline on, and can perhaps

be improved upon after fusing the track with EO or tracks from Air-based radar (ABR). The track fusion

system that generates the fused tracks as the average of the outputs of each of the trackers weighted by the

inverse of the corresponding state covariance matrices.

E. Performance Metrics

We have used several metrics under the FORECAST and RACAS projects to evaluate the performance of

the overall SAA system:

(1) Track-level metrics: This level is concerned with creation of false tracks, and False Alarm Rates (FAR)

and Missed Detection Rates (MDR) metrics. FAR and MDR are defined respectively as the number of times

a track is declared incorrectly over an observation time interval, and as the number of times when no tracks

are declared when a threat exists over the same interval.

(2) Data association-level metrics: The concept of FAR and MDR is also used in the case of data associa-

tion, i.e. when the number and density of tracks is large and it is difficult to associate each measurement

with the correct track. This problem is exacerbated by the measurement clutter, arrival of new threats and

departure of old ones.

(3) Collision prediction level metrics: The most common collision prediction approach is to assume no ma-

neuvers (using current speed and heading) over a prediction window. The propagated positions are used to

compute the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) with the ownship, and the time at which CPA takes place,

termed Earliest Time of Approach (ETA). These two measures are used to prioritize threats. Collision Risk

is declared when the projected CPA is less than a threshold within a time horizon of interest. In this case,

high FARs result in nuisance alarms and trigger unnecessary collision avoidance maneuvers, which could

cause more harm than good. High MDR is dangerous since true threats may be missed by the SAA system.

Hence both FAR and MDR need to be minimized, which is a poses an design criteria as they task when

considering that these two measures are inversely related.

(4) SAA System level metrics: This metric can either be the probability of NMAC (PNMAC) that needs to be

minimized, or probability of avoidance (PAVOID) that needs to be maximized. In the face of impending

danger, the SAA system needs to generate and execute appropriate avoidance maneuvers to minimize the

probability of NMAC, or achieve successful avoidance and maximize PAVOID.

Design, implementation and testing of the SAA systems for UAS and previous related R&D (FORE-

CAST;9 RACAS;13 and SAFESEE14) provides a basis for extending solutions to the small UAS domain.
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II. Accelerated State Estimation Algorithms

ASSIST saw several modifications of the baseline FORECAST algorithm to find the best compromise

between accuracy and computational requirements. The modifications include: (a) Standard Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF); (b) Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) with on-line covariance matrix adjustment; (c)

Problem reparameterization and the use of Kalman Filter with with on-line covariance matrix adjustment

based on approximate measurement equation; and (d) Kalman Filter for reparameterized problem using

Particle Filter-based covariance adjustment.

In this section we describe a comparison study of the baseline FORECAST algorithm based on Un-

scented Kalman Filter (UKF), and two variants of Kalman Filter for a reparameterized problem.

A nonlinear model of threat aircraft dynamics, in the 3D case, is of the form:

ṗx = V cos(ψ) cos(γ)

ṗy = V sin(ψ) cos(γ)

ṗz = V sin(γ)

V̇ = av

ψ̇ = aψ

γ̇ = aγ

where p = [px, py, pz]
T denotes the position vector, V, ψ and γ denote respectively the speed, heading

angle and flight-path angle, and av, aψ and aγ denote the corresponding accelerations. We also define a =

[av, aψ, aγ]T .

Our original FORECAST algorithm uses the above model within an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)

framework to estimate the system states and accelerations. The main assumption is the following: Vector a

satisfies: a is i.i.d. and

a ∼ N(0,Σ0), (1)

i.e. the accelerations are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), zero-mean and Gaussian with a

given covariance. While this approach has been shown to achieve good accuracy, it imposes heavy require-

ments on computation. For real-time implementation, computational requirements must be considered for

any potential algorithm to be feasible.

To address the speed versus accuracy issue, we first tested several EKF algorithms in order to decrease

computation. However, we found that the time-to-compute savings are minimal and that a different approach

is needed to substantially decrease computation.

For this reason we focused on the pseudo-linearization of the above model, and the use of a variant of

Kalman Filter for the resulting set of equations. This procedure follows.

Step 1: Pseudo-Linearization. In this step we introduce the following change of coordinates:

px = x1

py = y1

pz = z1

x2 = V cos(ψ) cos(γ)

y2 = V sin(ψ) cos(γ)

z2 = V sin(γ)
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so that we have:

ẋ1 = x2

ẏ1 = y2

ż1 = z2

ẋ2 = av cos(ψ) cos(γ) − V sin(ψ) cos(γ)aψ

−V cos(ψ) sin(γ)aγ

ẏ2 = av sin(ψ) cos(γ) + V cos(ψ) cos(γ)aψ

−V sin(ψ) sin(γ)aγ

ż2 = av sin(γ) + V cos (γ)aγ

We now define:

η1 = av cos(ψ) cos(γ) − V sin(ψ) cos(γ)aψ

−V cos(ψ) sin(γ)aγ

η2 = av sin(ψ) cos(γ) + V cos(ψ) cos(γ)aψ

−V sin(ψ) sin(γ)aγ

η3 = av sin(γ) + V cos γaγ,

and η = [η1, η2, η3]. We also note that:

η = Ma, (2)

where

M(V, ψ, γ) = (3)
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The threat aircraft model can now be expressed as:
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The key fact is the following:

η ∼ N(0,Σ), (5)

where

Σ = M(V, ψ, γ)Σ0MT (V, ψ, γ). (6)

In other words, η is a Gaussian vector with zero mean and state-dependent covariance Σ. To implement the

above computation, actual states (V, ψ, γ) are replaced by their estimates (V̂ , ψ̂, γ̂).

The key conclusion is that we can now implement the Kalman Filter to the above model of vehicle

dynamics, where the process noise covariance is time varying and changes according to (6). Because of

this change, we refer to the resulting filter as the Adaptive Kalman Filter. We also note that there is another

source of adaptation in this filter: when the radar measurements are used, measurement noise covariance is

updated based on the measurements, as summarized in the following section.

III. Measurement Covariance Update based on an Approximate Measurement Model

We recall that in 3D we have the following relationship between Cartesian and spherical coordinates:

x = r cos(β) cos(ǫ) (7)

y = r sin(β) cos(ǫ) (8)

z = r sin(ǫ) (9)

where (x, y, z) are positions, r is the range, and (β, ǫ) are bearing and elevation angles.

The corresponding measurements are of the form:

xm = rm cos(βm) cos(ǫm) (10)

ym = rm sin(βm) cos(ǫm) (11)

zm = rm sin(ǫm) (12)

where

rm = r + vr, vr ∼ N(0, σ2
r )

βm = β + vβ, vβ ∼ N(0, σ2
β)

ǫm = ǫ + vǫ , vǫ ∼ N(0, σ2
ǫ ).

It is seen that the noises on variables in spherical coordinates are assumed Gaussian and independent. The

question that we will address here is as to how do these noises propagate into the Cartesian space through

the nonlinear transformation (7)–(9).

Our analysis approach is based on linearizing (xm, ym, zm) around (r, β, ǫ). The resulting equations are of

the form:

xm � r cos(β) cos(ǫ) + cos(β) cos(ǫ)∆r

−r sin(β) cos(ǫ)∆β − r cos(β) sin(ǫ)∆ǫ,

ym � r sin(β) cos(ǫ) + sin(β) cos(ǫ)∆r

+r cos(β) cos(ǫ)∆β − r cos(β) sin(ǫ)∆ǫ,

zm � r sin(ǫ) + sin(ǫ)∆r

+r cos(ǫ)∆ǫ,
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or
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Hence the approximate measurement equation in Cartesian coordinates is
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It is seen that the uncertainty in Cartesian coordinates depends on the current range, and bearing and eleva-

tion angles.

Let M(r, β, ǫ) = Rrot(β, ǫ)Rr(r). Since measurements in the spherical coordinates are assumed indepen-

dent, their covariance matrix is of the form:

RS =
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r 0 0

0 σ2
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0 0 σ2
ǫ



























.

Then the state-dependent measurement covariance matrix in Cartesian coordinates is of the form:

RC(r, β, ǫ) = M(r, β, ǫ)RS MT (r, β, ǫ). (15)

This RC should be used in the state covariance update in the nonlinear filter. However, since (r, β, ǫ) are not

available, we can either use measurements (rm, βm, ǫm), or, which is usually a better solution, (r̂, β̂, ǫ̂) that are

generated using:

r̂(k) =

√

(x̂(k) − xos(k))2 + (ŷ(k) − yos(k))2 + (ẑ(k) − zos(k))2 (16)

β̂(k) = arctan
ŷ(k) − yos(k)

x̂(k) − xos(k)
(17)

ǫ̂(k) = arcsin
ẑ(k) − zos(k)

r̂(k)
(18)

Now the above noise covariance matrix is used at every instant in the state covariance update equations.

For instance, in the case of EKF we have:

P(k) = A(k)P(k − 1)AT (k) + Q

K(k) = P(k)HT (k)(H(k)P(k)HT (k) + RC(r̂(k), β̂(k), ǫ̂(k)))−1

P(k + 1) = P(k) − K(k)RKT (k)

where A(k) =
( ∂ f (x)

∂x

)

x=x̂(k) and H(k) =
(∂h(x)
∂x

)

x=x̂(k) .
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IV. Multi-sensor Track Fusion

For the tracks to be fusible, we implemented a vehicle state estimation class that considers asynchronous

tracks from all supported sensor types. The algorithms that we implemented depends on the following

assumptions: All inputs are persistent tracks; tracks are time correlated; track errors are normally distributed;

tracks given in polar or spherical coordinates can be approximated by conversion to Cartesian coordinates;

all sensors are independent; air clutter density is unknown; ground clutter density is unknown; and the

vehicle identifier (e.g. ICAO) is unique and correct if it is provided by the sensor type in question.

The order of fusing matters because the decision to fuse is based on the combined uncertainty prior to

each fusing step. It always makes sense to fuse when there is a match based on ICAO, because we trust those

matches to be correct. However, RADAR tracks tend to have large uncertainty in one or two dimensions,

making them likely to be paired with clutter tracks. Therefore, tracks from multiple RADAR stations that

refer to the same vehicle at the same time are fused to each other before fusing with other sources that might

introduce clutter.

The first method of fusion is by Probabilistic Nearest Neighbor (PNN), where measurements of type B

are matched to previously instantiated tracks of type A using the metrics in Table 3. If multiple tracks are

associated with the same ICAO, then they are fused by Covariance Weighted Combination.

Figure 3. Comparison of metrics that evaluate distance between probability distributions. New (red) is evaluated against

the prior (blue) to yield a probabilistic distance.
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We implemented sensor fusion based on Probabilistic Nearest Neighbor (PNN) computation. The pur-

pose is to improve track accuracy using measurements from alternative sensors, without introducing clutter.

We define clutter as detections that appear in EO/IR and/or ABR modalities, but not in other modalities. The

decision to associate a measurement from sensor type B with a track from sensor type A is determined by

computing the metric:

M(A, B) ≤ er f −1(con f idence)
√

2

We chose to set the threshold on the right hand side of the inequality at 3.0, which corresponds to a con-

fidence of about 99.7%. If the distance returned by the metric exceeds the threshold, then the measurement

from sensor type B is discarded. Otherwise, it is associated with the nearest track from all available sensors

of type A . We considered the following metrics applied to the distributions N (µA, σA) and N (µB, σB).

a. Combined Mahalanobis Distance.22

Z =

√

(µB − µA)T (σA + σB)−1 (µB − µA)

b. Asymmetric Kullback-Leibler Divergence.23

√
KLAB =

√

1

2

(

(µB − µA)Tσ−1
B

(µB − µA) + tr
(

σ−1
B
σA

)

− k − ln

(

|σA|
|σB|

))

√
KLBA =

√

1

2

(

(µA − µB)Tσ−1
A

(µA − µB) + tr
(

σ−1
A
σB

)

− k − ln

(

|σB|
|σA|

))

c. Bhattacharyya Metric.24

√

DB =

√

1

8
(µB − µA)T σ̄−1 (µB − µA) +

1

2
ln

(

|σ̄|
√
|σA| |σB|

)

where σ̄ =
σA + σB

2

To visualize these metrics, we simulated a series of partially overlapping distributions and computed

each metric for each pair of distributions. The results are shown in Figure 3. Based on these results, we

decided to use the Combined Mahalanobis Distance metric. In summary, our PNN algorithm rejects a

measurement if the posterior mean after fusion would be located outside of the 3σ boundary of the prior

distribution.

For cases where multiple tracks are associated with the same ICAO, we implemented Covariance Weighted

Combination. In this algorithm, all tracks n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} associated with a unique vehicle identifier

(ICAO) are selected for fusion. The fused covariance is:
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V. Initial Multi-modal Sensor Fusion Simulation Results

ASSIST has been developed to enable extensive simulation-based experimentation. We implemented

several visualizations and metrics, including a display, track accuracy plots, and tabulated statistics of track

accuracy. Parameters for all sensor types were selected and held constant for all experiments, as shown in

Table 4. The probability of detection was set to 1 within the limited ranges of each sensor type.

Tabulated statistical results from 100 flight scenarios are presented in 5. This table of results can be ex-

panded to include up to 256 sensor combinations. By changing the parameters in Table 4, we can iteratively

discover the relationships between those parameters and the track estimation performance, which provides

valuable information about sensor/estimator design trade-offs.

.

Figure 4. Sensor parameters used for all experiments.

VI. Threat Prediction Using Reachable Sets

The main value of having an accurate estimate of state in a sense and avoid systems is the availability

of that estimate as an input to a collision warning system. Collision warning systems use the knowledge of

the current position and velocity of the vehicle to propagate forward the trajectory of each craft and evaluate

potential conflicts. The questions to be answered include (a) “Are there other aircraft in the region?”, and

(b) “Do the craft in the region pose a risk to the ownship?” A dangerous situation arises when two vehicles,

not coordinated effectively by air traffic control (ATC) and not deconflicted by some other means, pose a
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Figure 5. Standard deviation of tracking errors computed from 100 flight scenarios and several sensor combinations. Some

sensor combinations exhibit error statistics (marked in red) that insufficient for accurate threat declaration. These are

preliminary results that we expect to improve with ongoing research.

risk to each other by flying routes which cross the boundaries of each other’s safe separation region. The

worst-case scenarios result in collision or near mid-air collision (NMAC), where a typical safety buffer of

500 feet horizontally and 200 feet vertically is violated.

One approach to investigating the risk of an ownship/intruder encounter is to consider the Reachable Set

of the potential threat flying nearby with unknown intent. The reachable set is defined as a set of all positions

that can be reached by the threat aircraft T seconds ahead. Even with knowledge of original intent, a pilot

may not follow the registered flight plan, and the unanticipated maneuver may conflict with the ownship

path.

A. Unknown Constant Turn Rate

Consider a simple case where the ownship is traveling at a constant ground speed and altitude, and maneu-

vers are assumed to be constant turn rates, either to the left or to the right, for the duration of the maneuver.

Using these parameters, we could determine the reachable extent over an arbitrary period of time, assuming

that all turns are accomplished between some minimum and maximum. The set of achievable points in 2 di-

mensions would look somewhat like the temporal boundaries in Figure 6, where each black line constitutes

an individual look-ahead time. Mathematically, they are derived using the involute curve of a circle. This

model does not include any maneuvering, or indication of where along that outer extent the vehicle is most

likely to end up. It is simply a set of reachable points after a period of time.
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Figure 6. Maximum reachable sets assume constant known max velocity and constant turn rate between their minimum

and maximum values.

B. Unknown Constant Turn Rate and Climb Rate

If constant altitude cannot be assumed, but some minimum and maximum altitude rate of change is applied,

then the constant speed reachable set would become surface embedded in 3 dimensions with a more complex

shape, Figure 7. If the aircraft can vary its speed (accelerate/decelerate), then changes to the maneuver will

result in perturbations to the leading edge of the curve ahead and behind. When changes in speed are

compounded with changes in altitude, the set can achieve points illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 7. Maximum reachable sets can include maximum climb/descend rates.

C. Variable Turn Rate and Climb Rate

Next, we relax the constant turn rate and climb rate assumptions, and allow for multiple maneuvers. Each

time the vehicle changes direction of travel, its total distance away from the origin is somewhat shortened

relative its maximum potential, as in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The outer boundary of a constant velocity reachable set with random walk in turn rate.

D. Variable Velocity

When the maneuver model is extended to allow for velocity variation during the maneuver, in addition to

the other parameters, the achievable space becomes much more enriched. Early experiments allowed for

sampling turn rate, velocity perturbation about nominal, and climb rate about nominal, and returned a point-

cloud distribution as shown in Figure 9. This distribution was based on defining standard deviations from

nominal parameters and letting the particles propagate in a random walk.

Figure 9. Particle-based point cloud.

The point cloud simulations generally obey the reachable set definition. However, the model is weak

since it connects the origin to the points in the cloud assuming a model with a single set of maneuver

uncertainty values (sigmas) for each state, and transitions are modeled as random walk. The point cloud

still includes the essence of which points are reachable based upon the flight dynamics, but the underlying

parameters are arbitrary. To add fidelity to the likelihood of specific transitions, we investigated improving

the reachable set model based upon real flight data, as described in the next section.

E. Encounter Models

In 2008, MIT Lincoln Labs (MIT-LL) published a very thorough report entitled “Uncorrelated Encounter

Model of the National Airspace System” [2] based on work by Mykel J. Kochenderfer. This report contains

details about an airspace’s uncorrelated encounter model (UEM), representing vehicles not in radio commu-

nication with the ATC. The UEM was developed to help evaluate collision avoidance systems using realistic
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radar tracks, and is publicly available. The MIT-LL UEM is based on data from the RADES data collection

center at Hill Air Force Base in Utah, which stores radar data from more than 120 FAA and DoD radar sites

across the country. RADES piped radar tracks to the MIT-LL facility, where a year’s worth of VFR flights

over the United States were extracted.

Where a loss of separation had occurred (from VFR, code 1200 tracks), the flight dynamic variables

from the radar tracks were stored, then discretized over the one minute period before the closest point of

approach. These characterize the time before NMAC for flights not in contact with ATC. Tracks were

updated every 5 or 12 seconds depending on the radar. The data includes airspace class, h, v, v̇, ḣ and ψ̇

for conventional aircraft broadcasting (“squawking”) 1200 on their Mode A transponder. These vehicles

are non-cooperative, or not interacting with air traffic control (they do not request flight following), and

the flight characteristics equate to vehicles without a transponder. Typical aircraft that receive ATC services

typically squawk a discrete, non-1200 code assigned by ATC. The resulting UEM also applies to UAS flying

amid VFR aircraft in the National Airspace System (NAS) since they are both non-cooperative and flying

with conventional dynamics. In addition to deriving a state transition model for conventional aircraft, MIT

proposed separate models for nonconventional aircraft, such as balloons, gliders, and ultralights.

1. Limitations of assumptions:

The UEM encapsulates total average behaviors across the National Airspace in its probability distributions.

The model should not be construed to include constraints for any specific location, time, or weather con-

ditions. Since the data samples were taken from sites spanning the entire country, expecting the model to

capture traffic transition patterns near a particular airport, for example, is unreasonable. The researchers

at MIT-LL tested this assumption by running the transition models and comparing against data collected

specific to the Manchester New Hampshire area, and found the correlation to have the same trends, but still

not reliably close. Therefore, the UEM should be used when regional information is sufficient instead of

particular terminal area patterns.

2. Modeling:

The UEM uses Bayesian Networks to represent the relationship between dynamic state variables. The

distribution of state transitions can be sampled to construct random aircraft trajectories that are statistically

similar to those observed in the radar data. In this way, we generate representative intruder trajectories

to assess the collision risk through realistic simulation. One of SSCI’s custom applications of the UEM

is to use initial conditions from onboard state estimators as the seed from which to generate probabilistic

reachable sets, leveraging the observations of the recorded flights in similar dynamic envelopes.

F. Using UEM to build PRS

SSCI built an extension around the UEM by using the models to build a point cloud distribution, then

re-characterize the distribution in terms of a variance look-up table that are used to define a Probabilistic

Reachable Set (PRS). Our initial approach attempted to use MIT-LL UEM transitions to generate a large

quantity of intruder aircraft trajectories T seconds into the future, and use the recorded end positions as

a basis for building a multi-dimensional histogram using contours. This data ultimately would be used as

training data to validate the PRS simplification technique using data from the variance look-up table. Within

our PRS, we account for measurement and estimation uncertainty. The resulting geometry encapsulating the

simulated end-points into bins contours exemplifies the Probabilistic Reachable Sets (PRS). PRS describe

the distribution where, according to the UEM, vehicles are likely to transition to over a fixed period of time.

In Figure 10, left, we show the boundaries where the UEM was discretized, and within which SSCI’s

PRS then resamples the state dynamic transitions. For every combinatorial representation of states, a unique

set of state transition variances on critical states were tabulated based upon 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 10. Left: Initial version of PRS using discretized and clustered boundaries shown with varying levels of inclusiveness.

Right: Example of a reparameterized PRS which each geometry to a function of four variables based upon initial conditions

and prediction horizon. View from top and side perspective.

G. Computing z-score

The variance parameters are tabulated based upon individual combinations of initial states. The intuition

behind this is that vehicles starting in a similar airspace, velocity regime, altitude, acceleration, and turn

rate have been observed to subsequently maneuver in a specific distribution of state transitions. Overall,

vehicles tend to continue the maneuver that they are currently executing. If not continuing the turn, vehicles

that begin in a turn are next most likely to straighten out. Vehicles near the upper end of the velocity

envelope are likely to slow down. These behaviors are quantified analytically in terms of a distribution

of maneuvers within the published UEM, and SSCI then translates that distribution of maneuvers into a

6-parameter maneuver distribution using a proprietary state prediction model.

The effort of the PRS is to determine how many standard deviations that a particular encounter is (at

each instant) within the probability distribution of most likely maneuvers. This measure, which we call

“z-score”, can be computed for any arbitrary set of times into the future (e.g. t = [1, 2, ...30] seconds)

where the ownship has an intended path, and the maneuvering target has an unknown path, but an estimated

initial condition. The lowest z-score over the set of times corresponds to the time at which the ownship

passes closest to the “most likely spot” of NMAC. Several other methods for describing and interacting with

encounter models have been proposed, and can be found in the available literature.20, 25–27

H. PRS versus CPA performance for Maneuver Prediction

ASSIST and FORECAST must have quantifiable and demonstrable success rates in preparation for certifi-

cation as a risk assessment and collision warning system. Metrics must be easily portable to other systems,

and a comparative study against a standard baseline must be performed. Among the alternatives with which

the PRS can be compared, we selected the most basic time-parameterized geometry-based conflict detection

strategy as our baseline. Due to its geometric simplicity, we compare PRS to the CPA (closest point of

approach) method. CPA relies on the fact that two skew vectors have a time and place in space where their

trajectories are nearest to each other simultaneously.
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Before continuing, we recognize that while CPA is very computationally inexpensive, it is known to

have the weaknesses of (a) not accommodating any maneuvers for ownship or threat, and (b) being highly

sensitive to errors in relative bearing estimate. Thus, we expect to find that PRS does a better job of handing

maneuver uncertainty than CPA because it explicitly includes maneuver statistics into the formulation, and

in addition, heading uncertainty can be lumped in with maneuver uncertainty. The objective, then, is to com-

pare the performance of collision prediction warnings produced by the PRS and Closest Point of Approach

(CPA) threat motion models.

I. PRS Application

The PRS is a volume in three spatial dimensions and time, which contains a distribution of predicted in-

truder’s positions T seconds ahead. The shape of the PRS depends on the maneuver model (in our case

UEM) and initial conditions. SSCI designed the shape to match the distribution of the point cloud of thou-

sands of test trajectories.

In Figure 10, we show the shaded boundaries around 1σ, 2σ, 3σ contours, representing at least 68%,

95%, and 99.7% data inclusion. Also included is an NMAC buffer and navigation uncertainty buffer. The

crescent shaped continuous distribution has parameters derived from the UEM state transitions. In typical

runs, we specify the level of confidence that our volume will include the threat. Typically we use the 95

percent threshold:

• zScoreIntruder = 1.96 % (normalized probabilistic threshold for PRS test)

• lateralNMACIntruder = 500.0 ft (lateral NMAC)

• verticalNMACIntruder = 200.0 ft (vertical NMAC)

• tDangerIntruder = 15.0 sec (advance time to trigger danger flag).

Changing the z-score threshold adjusts a scaling factor that expands the spatial border at which “Danger”

alerts are issued, then we record the missed detection rate (MDR) and false alarm rate (FAR). We can iterate

on the 10,000 run experiment to find what z-score threshold is required to produce only [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] missed

detections, and record the corresponding false alarms. The intuition to be used for this experiment is that a

higher z-score encloses a larger region, which has higher FAR and lower MDR.

1. Tuning for Missed Detections

We recognize that to make a valid comparison, both PRS and CPA algorithms must be tested under the

same conditions. To achieve this, in both cases we carried out a study to find the tightest thresholds which

will achieve the desired number of missed detections. For PRS, we fix the NMAC definition, and let the

free variable be the z-score threshold. This changes the geometry of the critical region, which directly

affects FAR and MDR, which are plotted against each other in a Relative Operating Characteristics (ROC)

curve. For CPA, where there is no maneuver uncertainty in the model, adjusting the z-score does very

little to change the geometry of the critical region, so another threshold must be used to show FAR and

MDR sensitivity. For CPA, the NMAC region (500 ft radius and +/-100 ft vertical) does not change with

prediction time into the future, but we can increase the NMAC region boundaries by adding a safety buffer

via a variable dThresh to show the relationship between FAR and MDR using the CPA prediction strategy.

Increasing the volume of the NMAC zone through the increase in the safety buffer size reduces the missed

detections, but meanwhile introduces more false alarms due to the increased volume. To achieve zero missed

detections, the alert region must encapsulate all threats at the required 15 seconds prediction interval.

As a review, the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) assumptions include (1) Constant threat velocity, (2)

Constant heading, (3) Threat region is constant over all prediction windows. (Cylinder defined by NMAC

parameters, e.g. 500 ft radius, +/-200 ft vertical) (4) Prediction window is 15 seconds. We recall that the

primary weakness of CPA method is that it does not accommodate maneuver uncertainty of vehicles by

expanding the boundary with time (particularly left/right turns and acceleration or deceleration). Thus, it
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also does not send warnings for vehicles that are not within the NMAC zone directly ahead of the threat. As

a result, CPA has very high MDR.

SSCI developed a methodology to evaluate alert conditions and system level performance through the

course of our SAA research programs. These include performance metrics appropriate for analyzing each

component (sensor fusion, location prediction). The definitions from which all the conclusions for evaluat-

ing our prediction models follow:

• Safety: Condition such that a NMAC will not occur within a fixed time (e.g. < 15 sec). Note: Loss of

Safety does not mean that an NMAC will occur.

• Danger Alert: An output of a collision prediction system indicating that confidence in the safety assertion

has dropped below a threshold (e.g. 95%).

• False Alarm: During an encounter, Danger Alert occurs, but NMAC does not occur.

• Missed Detection: During an Encounter, NMAC occurs, but Danger Alert does not occur > 15 sec before

the NMAC occurs.

VII. Demonstration Test Setup

The demonstration was built to show repeatability for the reconfigurable collision avoidance system.

Parameters were selected to alter the neighborhood/NMAC/collision volume definitions, safety probabilistic

thresholds, and ownship dynamics and constraints.

Scenario Assumptions:

• There is a single threat.

• The threat is non-cooperative and modeled well by the UEM.

The design objectives for the FORECAST threat prediction module are to greatly reduce false alarms

while (ideally) not missing any detections for threats entering the NMAC radius or collision volume. The

experimental results shown here are the outcomes after evaluating FORECAST on 10000 uniformly sampled

encounters, with a subset illustrated in Figure 11. Within the test data, we were able to verify that a Danger

Alert occurs in no more than 2% of cases where a NMAC does not occur.

Figure 11. Test scenario paths.

Evaluating and meeting the Missed Detections requirements (we assumed << 1%) followed a similar

tuning and evaluation process. SSCI used MESSENGER to generate 10000 uniformly sampled encounters.

Missed Detections are the case where the flight follows a particular sequence: Encounter, then NMAC
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occurs, but Danger Alert does not occur at all less than 15 seconds before the NMAC occurs.

Figure 12. Uniformly sampled intruder flight paths.

The results of these experiments show that in comparison with the straight-line CPA test, FORECAST

demonstrates 4-fold performance improvement.

An illustration of some of the datasets generated by SSCI to test the intruder scenarios are shown in Fig-

ure 12. Here we assign the ownship an initial speed, turn rate, and climb rate which are uniformly sampled

from the UEM and then integrated. For the target, we record from MESSENGER initial state and transi-

tions which are uniformly sampled from the UEM and then shifted to traverse the ownship neighborhood

volume. The visualization in Figure 12 shows 500 out of 10000 samples plotted relative to the ownship

body frame. Note that through post-analysis, we have determined that 27 out of 10000 samples traverse the

NMAC volume.

The relative operating characteristics (ROC) curves in Figure 13 reveal the trade-offs between FAR

and MDR. For example, given 0 missed detections, the PRS metric produces 170 false alarms per 10000

encounters, which constitutes a 4x reduction relative to CPA. When the FORECAST parameters are adjusted

to yield 1 missed detection, the PRS metric produces 143 false alarms per 10000 encounters.

Figure 13. ROC for the test scenario.
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VIII. Discussion

The effect of altering z-score on CPA, since it contains zero maneuver uncertainty.

As referenced earlier in this report, the CPA geometry doesn’t include maneuver uncertainty: it is a

fixed cylindrical test regardless of prediction window. However, navigation uncertainty (error in estimation

of the ownship’s position) is still present, and must be included. In this way, z-score still has a function to

grow the cylinder used for the test. GPS error is about 10 feet, so a z-score of 5 adds a buffer of about 50

feet in each direction. A z-score of 2 adds a buffer of about 20 feet in all directions to account for position

estimation uncertainty. The intuition for varying the z-score might be helpful when considering trade-offs

between certainty and time horizon. For example, “What result does the CPA analysis provide over a 60

second time horizon with 95% detection rate?” That would be a z-score of about 2, as opposed to “What

result does CPA analysis give over a 15 second window with 99.97 detection rate?” would be about z-score

of 4. Again, the z-score applies only to navigation uncertainty, as the NMAC definition is fixed.

As an illustration, we generated 10,000 flight paths with uniformly sampled initial conditions (position

in space, speed, and heading). However, for this test, all maneuvers are prohibited. The straight versus

straight encounters should match the geometry upon which the CPA test are formulated. A rendering of

ownship relative positions is shown in Figure 14, on the left. We show in the ROC curve chart in Figure

14, right, that the CPA test with straight encounters provides very few false alarms. The fixed geometry

cylinder test is not likely to over-report danger, as the basic NMAC geometry with a small navigation un-

certainty buffer is unlikely to encapsulate intruders whose paths are truly safe. Its alarms are likely to be

true alarms (about 0.1% probability of false alarm), but the basic configuration (z-score inclusive of 95%

confidence, 15 second window, NMAC of 500 radially, +/- 200 vertically) yields only about 63% proba-

bility of detection. This rate can be improved by increasing the z-score or shortening the time horizon. As

the CONOPS require 15 seconds, we look at a few more significant z-scores, which correspond to 99.5%,

99.8%, 99.99%... on to 99.99999998% confidence according to the z-score definition in described earlier

(z=erfinv(Pd/100.0)*sqrt(2)). We see from the table in that when we increase the z-score (effectively adding

radius to the cylinder), we can reduce the missed detections, and ultimately achieve zero missed detections

if the z-score is padded sufficiently (especially for the “standard” NMAC size definition).

Figure 14. Left: Straight test scenario paths. Right: ROC curve for the straight paths.
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The ramifications of the safety buffer applied to the CPA

Figure 15. Comparison using straight and intruder cases.

Again, from Figure 15 and considering the supporting data in Figure 15, we see that with a fixed NMAC

geometry, increasing the z-score threshold reduces the number of missed detections, but increases the num-

ber of false alarms. The z-score threshold is a parameter that affects the cylindrical test. For the straight line

intruder case, the radius only needs to be increased to about 563 feet to get to zero missed detections for the

straight flight encounters. Looking back to the charts from Figure 13, we notice that a much larger multiplier

was required. For intruders, to get down to zero missed detections, the NMAC safety buffer encapsulated 5

times the typical NMAC definition. However, it was still possible to increase the geometry of the cylindrical

test to capture all NMAC events.

Figure 16. Uniformly sampled straight flight paths.

Head-to-head comparison of CPA for a set of straight flights only, with the CPA for a set of UEM-

based maneuvers

In Figure 16, we compare CPA-based conflict detection using two different datasets using identical

parameters. The first row of data is from the straight flights, while the second row of data is from UEM

encounters. In both datasets, the number of NMAC events is comparable. The prediction window considered

to be the danger threshold is 15 seconds for both. The z-score threshold was left at the parameters which

ensured zero missed detections for the straight case (as discussed above). The standard NMAC definition

with no buffer was used. Even with the same parameters, the results are drastically different due to the

discrepancy between the CPA definition and the encounter data being evaluated. Under the typical intruder

case, 12 of the 27 NMACs were missed, reducing the successful detection rate to about 56%. The number

of false alarms was still quite low, at 0.32%, which is understandable since the cylinder was small and fixed.

The intruder with maneuvering requires a larger safety buffer than the NMAC definition to avoid NMACs,

since the z-score only accommodates position uncertainty. Thus, the more drastic measures of increasing

the dThresh and vThresh by scaling factors in cases tabulated in previously.

IX. Conclusion

This advanced method for SAA for small UAS has great potential for providing safety for vehicles in

cases when ADS-B is not available. SSCI has developed and tested a system which fuses all available threat

awareness and tracking data, and has demonstrated a sensor fusion approach for SAA for UAS that includes

camera, GBR and ABR, but does not require ADS-B. For those sensors which are susceptible to clutter, we
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have addressed the problem of clutter removal by using the GBR as the baseline. In addition, we performed

a trade study of the effect of communication delay on our track fusion components in the ASSIST System.

Our initial tests of ASSIST use our MESSENGER tool for analysis of different sensor combinations to

achieve accurate estimation of threat positions. We have established a method of quickly exploring differ-

ent sensor combinations within ASSIST, resulting in rapid analysis of which solutions achieve estimation

accuracy comparable to that obtained using ADS-B. As an inverse application, ASSIST can also be used to

develop sensor requirements for SAA systems for UAS. Using GBR as the baseline, we have shown that

both ground and aerial clutter can be effectively removed without substantially affecting the estimation ac-

curacy. A highly efficient framework and performance metrics for the analysis and comparison of different

combination of SAA sensors for UAS has been developed. Initial efforts to validate ASSIST’s key func-

tionality using TRACON data for the DFW airport has been implemented to support the simulation analysis

results for small UASs.

Using the results of the sensor fusion approach, we carried out a study which compares the Probabilistic

Reachable Set (PRS) against the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) method which has been used in the past

as a typical baseline approach. Through this study, we have shown how PRS can be used to represent the

distribution of maneuvers which may evolve over time from a set of initial conditions. The PRS inherently

include statistics from the Uncorrelated Encounter Model, and thus matches the maneuvering characteristics

of flights which match those flight assumptions. The host of simulations demonstrates how PRS compares

with CPA in intruder cases where unknown vehicles are expected to maintain at least NMAC separation, and

straight-flight cases, where all encounters are uniformly created with the restriction that all trajectories are

straight with no maneuvers. The comparisons of these cases in terms of false alarm rates (FAR) and missed

detection rates (MDR) demonstrates that PRS is more adept at simultaneously reducing FAR and MDR than

the CPA approach. The parameters for the CPA case can be scaled such that zero missed detections are

achieved, but the FAR would be so high that the system would produce an unacceptable number of nuisance

false alarms.

As a result of these efforts, our sensor fusion and clutter removal strategy, along with maneuver predic-

tion within ASSIST and FORECAST show great promise for assuring safe integration of small UAS into

the National Air Space.
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